Software Engineering & Data Scientist

About REX - Real Estate Exchange, Inc.

REX is a well-funded, game-changing real estate technology startup located in Woodland Hills, CA. With the goal of improving the lives of homebuyers and sellers, REX created a digital platform and real estate service that eliminates traditional agent commissions, sells homes faster and shifts control away from agents over to those who matter most: consumers. Having proven the effectiveness of the REX model in 2016 and grown rapidly in 2018, REX is expanding nationwide in 2019.

About the Position

As a Software Engineering & Data Scientist intern, you’ll work on finding insights in REX’s data and data we acquire from partners and building internal and external facing tools to leverage these data insights. This data includes a range of things from demographics to web traffic to user behavior to consumer marketing data. You’ll create systems to collect and process data, find insights in the data, and create tools to enable the data to be used, both by REX and by its customers.

Experience & Qualifications

Our ideal candidate brings the following skills:

- Machine learning algorithms
- Statistical reasoning
- Data visualization principles
- Coding in at least one language
- Presentation of analysis to stakeholders

Bonus Points:

- Experience with multiple data platforms, including SQL and NoSQL systems.
- AWS experience
- Experience with distributed batch data-processing techniques and tools
- Solid understanding of statistics
- Experience with web-scale architectures
- Java proficiency
- Python proficiency

Additional Information

As a pioneer in our industry, REX is setting new standards in the marketplace – for quality, innovation, integrity, professionalism, drive, consumer happiness, and social good. Our culture, together with our business vision and goals, serve as an orientation for leadership and a guide for how we conduct ourselves in day-to-day business. They
also form the foundation for hiring, encouraging and rewarding great people. In addition, REX has been committed to doing good things for real estate consumers and to providing homes for those in the greatest need, wherever they may be. For every 50 homes we sell, we provide a home for a family in need. We started by funding the construction of a home for a family in Cambodia at the end of 2015. In addition to funding homes, the REX team regularly provides hands-on support to local nonprofits that provide shelter to families.

Locations: Redwood City, CA, Woodland Hills, CA, Austin, TX.

Compensation: Competitive intern compensation in this fast-growing tech company.